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The Structure of International Politics and the Transformation of
Alliances: From the Era of "Threat" to the Era of "Risk"

KANEKO Yuzuru
YOSHIZAKI Tomonori

SATO Heigo
OKAGAKI Tomoko

This paper examines the characteristics of the structure of international
politics after the Cold War and the concomitant changes brought to the
nature of alliances. It has been common to analyze the characteristics of
international politics by identifying its structure in a given era. Whether the
ordering principle of the international system was hierarchical or anarchical, or
whether the system was characterized by bipolarity, multipolarity, or
unipolarity, had long been considered the crucial factors in defining the
nature of international politics.  

While we can draw much on the structural explanation in analyzing
international system, which is characterized by the preeminence of the United
States, factors other than structure and polarity must be taken into account in
understanding the nature of international politics. The changes in the
international environment entailed by the unprecedented degree of
globalization, for example, constrain the conduct of US foreign policy in a
way that no other hegemonic power in history has experienced. Even with its
overwhelming "hard power", the United States cannot help but be concerned
with its reputation and the extent of consent it receives from other powers.

The nature of US hegemony, strongly affected by today’s high degree of
globalization, has profound implications for the nature of future alliances.
Crisis management is becoming the central focus of study, while territorial
defense remains the traditional theme of the military. Recognizing the limits of
the military and alliances in addressing a risk-based agenda that includes
items such as the non-proliferation of WMD and humanitarian intervention in
failed states, the military’s new role in crisis management must be redefined in
light of "risk," i.e., in terms of factors that might entail consequences that
threaten the survival of the society. Thus far, the principles of crisis
management have remained rather undeveloped in relation to the role of
alliances. A search for the Japanese role in crisis management based on the
concept of risk, however, will of necessity lead to a reconsideration and
reinforcement of the Japan-US alliance.
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Energy and Security
――Oil and Natural Gas: A Source of Conflict?――

TSUNEKAWA Jun
OONO Takuto

ONO Keishi
AKIMOTO Shigeki
TOMIKAWA Hideo

This article attempts to investigate whether oil and natural gas, which are the
major strategic natural resources, could become a source of conflict among
sovereign states. This article focuses on the supply-and-demand situation and the
energy policies of the United States, Russia and China. Our analysis shows
that it is unlikely that the depletion, or supply disruption or deficiency, of oil and
natural gas could lead to a conflict among nations struggling for the resources.
Our main arguments are as follows.

a) Proven reserves and supply capacities of oil and gas are adequate
enough to meet the growing demand. In fact, the International Energy
Agency (IEA) forecasts that the supply of oil and gas is adequate to meet the
demand until 2030. Therefore, it would be economically irrational to use
military power to control these energy resources.

b) The price of these energy resources is determined by the conditions of
the market. The terms of transaction of the energy resources have become
more dependent on market mechanisms. Thus, the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC)can no longer effectively control prices.  

c) The liberalization of the energy market would be beneficial for
consuming countries, and it is consistent with the energy policy of the United
States. Russia, facing financial difficulties, would gain from this liberalization.
Further liberalization would facilitate foreign investment in Russia to build
infrastructure and prospect for resources. 

China is the world’s second largest oil-consuming country after the
United States. Due to the rapidly growing demand for oil, it has involved itself since
2000 in facilitating overseas investment so as to fulfill its oil demand-supply gap. The
problem that China presents is the economic irrationality of its overseas
exploration activities, which might lead to a sudden hike in the global oil price. It is
crucial both for China and the world that China trusts the market mechanisms that
make possible the reasonable pricing and global allocation of energy resources. 



The Iraq War, the United Nations Security Council, 
and the Legitimacy of the Use of Force

YAMASHITA Hikaru

This article aims to articulate the impacts of the 2003 Iraq War on the twin
notions that constitute the collective security role of the Security Council:
threat to international peace and security, and legitimacy of the use of force. What
connects these notions is the idea that, since what the Council has determined as
a threat to the peace is tantamount to a threat to the international community as
a whole, it is legitimate for a (group of) state(s), with proper UN
authorization, to use force to counter that threat. What exactly constitutes a
threat and legitimises the use of force, however, becomes clear only in actual
practice on the part of the Security Council. The article therefore starts by
examining how these notions have been given concrete ramifications in
various Security Council resolutions. The end of the Cold War has
represented a watershed in this regard, because the threat-to-peace concept has
been expanded since the 1990s to include not just interstate and
internationalised intrastate conflicts but also the following: (a) international
terrorism; (b) massive human rights violations/humanitarian crises; and (c)
intrastate conflicts that do not involve major outside intervention and yet are
believed to entail negative regional and humanitarian consequences. Post-
Cold War practice has also firmly established “all necessary means” and
similar expressions as a threshold for UN-authorised use of force.  

The article then analyses arguments for and against the use of force
against Iraq at the Security Council and elsewhere. There were three
arguments, presented by the United States and its allies and emerging at
different fora and timings, to justify military action against the Iraqi regime.  At
the Council, Iraq’s development and potential possession of weapons of mass
destruction (WMD) occupied the agenda because this had been the main
issue between the UN and Iraq since the 1991 Gulf War. Resolution 1441 in fact
reinstated the long-aborted inspection regime with a warning (“serious
consequences”), signalling the intention that a new resolution would decide
on the basis of the findings of the inspection whether or not to authorise the use
of force against Iraq. However, there quickly emerged a fissure in this
consensus among the Council members. The United States, frustrated by the
gradual widening of the disagreement, began to press two different arguments for
the war outside the Security Council: the idea of preemption/prevention
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against terrorist-supporting regimes and the US mission of delivering liberty to
the Iraqi people. Amid divided assessments of the “threat” posed by Iraq, the war
eventually took place without a second resolution. 

This discursive process regarding the war produced the explicit
determination of WMD as an element constitutive of a threat to international
peace (Resolution 1441). It also had the effect of positioning the threat of
terrorism further from collective security and closer to national security. It is also
important to point out that these changes took place against the background of
the logic of preemption/prevention, which recognises potential capabilities
and trends instead of actual situations as constituting major security
challenges that require substantive responses. In this sense, the war could
portend fundamental changes in the make-up of the normative order of
international security.  Japan could help further solidify WMD on the agenda of
the Security Council and urge it to respond to those suspected of WMD
proliferation, although this would need to be done in a way that might not
lead to facile resort to the use of force under its authority. On terrorism,
Japan could play a role in getting collective counterterrorism efforts, which
had been gathering momentum around the Security Council since 9/11, back on
track.

Toward an "Enduring Stationing Environment": 
The Realignment of United States Forces Korea

WATANABE Takeshi

The realignment of the United States Forces Korea (USFK) is a part of US global
strategy. However, the "Future of the Republic of Korea (ROK)-US Alliance
Policy Initiative (FOTA)" meetings did not make clear the future direction of the
alliance, though the meetings were held over ten times. Instead, the FOTA
meetings, aiming at an "enduring stationing environment" for the USFK,
addressed the issue of the relocations of the Second U.S. Infantry Division
and the Yongsan Garrison.

The ROK government was unable to deal with the US base issue in
spite of the public backlash against the USFK. All the government could do was
to call for the US government to revise the Status of Forces Agreement as a
response to anti-Americanism, because the ROK's system for reparation for
residents near military bases is still relatively undeveloped. 



On the other hand, it is difficult to implement US-ROK agreements in
FOTA without sensitivity toward the residents of these areas, since the
agreements would bring about criticism from Pyeongtaek City and Gyeonggi
Province, which will serve as the key hub for the USFK after the realignment. As
dependency on the United States in security issues makes the ROK's position
weak in negotiations on USFK realignment, the result of discussion with the
United States might not be satisfactory for the Korean public. Therefore,
support systems for residents near military bases are key for solving the
domestic problems related to USFK bases.

FOTA and the realignment of the USFK add momentum to the
ROK’s efforts to implement support systems for the residents in the areas
surrounding USFK bases. It will be the basis for an enduring US-ROK
alliance.
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